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Name:  ______________________________________________________
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ECE x70 Exam No. 3 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is limited open notes. You can have up to 3 double-side letter-size pages of notes that are stapled together and 
signed.  Notes must not be exchanged during the exam.  Standardized test approved calculators are OK but not really 
needed.  No textbooks, computer, or cell phones.  Do not use back side without authorization as it may not be graded.  

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Problem 1A (5pts.)
Dr. Imtiaz set up a deep learning neural network example that does image recognition for his new course next spring. He 
set up a fully connected neural network with N neurons and then tested its ability to recognize learned images. More 
images can be trained with a larger network. However, at the same time it takes a longer time to recognize an image. Dr. 
Imtiaz measured the performance of the recognition algorithm and received the following results. N denotes the number
of neurons, T denotes time to compute the response, and I denotes the number of images learned.

N=100, T=0.25s, I=2;   N=200, T=1.00s, I=4;   N=1000, T=25.00s, I=20.

What is most likely the numerical complexity of the image recognition with respect to the number N of used neurons? 
Circle the closest answer:

2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0    [O(n)]

Problem 1B (5pts.)
Now, Dr. Malinowski advised Dr. Imtiaz that the neural network above could be trained using an algorithm proposed by 
Dr. Mali in his dissertation in 1996 that results in the significant number of weights that can be dropped so that the 
numerical complexity drops to O(N*log(N)) at only slightly reduced capacity.  That allowed the N=1000 neurons to 
remember I=15 images and perform at T=3.00 seconds.  Now we need to increase the network size so that it can 
remember more images.  What is the expected performance (time T) for the network of N=10,000 neurons that can hold 
I=150 images? (Hint: use base-10-log if you believe that you have to but do not want to use a calculator.)

1,000  500  400  300  200  100  50  40  30  20  10  5  4  3  2  1 [s]

Problem 1C (5pts.)
Dr. Miah and Dr. Wang learned about the new image recognition algorithm developed in our department and want to 
use it to recognize flying robots in the robotic experiments in their labs. Assume that the numerical complexity of the 
algorithm described above is about O(N) for small N (not a good approximation) and that T=0.2s for N=100 neurons.  
What is the maximum number of neurons that can be used and still have one an image recognition performed at least 
once per second? (Note: 1k=1000.)

10k   5k   4k   3k   2k  1k  500  400  300  200  100 [neurons]

Total errors this page: ____
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Problem 1D (10pts.)
Based on your knowledge of the data container implementation of vector<T>  (or class BadVector), list<T>, stack, and 
CircularBuffer circle the closest numerical complexity for the member functions of these containers:

CircularBuffer<T, N, 10>::ShortAverage() less   1   n   n2   more

CircularBuffer<T, N, 10>::LogAverage() less   1   n   n2   more

list<T>::list(const list<T>& tocopy) less   1   n   n2   more

vector<T>::vector(const vector<T>& tocopy) less   1   n   n2   more

list<T>::begin() less   1   n   n2   more

vector<T>::begin() less   1   n   n2   more

list<T>::end() less   1   n   n2   more

vector<T>::end() less   1   n   n2   more

list<T>::erase(random_location) less   1   n   n2   more

vector<T>::erase(random_location) less   1   n   n2   more

Problem 2A (15pts.)
Consider the provided code that utilizes stacks and queues of characters that we studied in class and are 
described in the textbook.  Analyze the code and show what it does by showing what is stored in each 
variable when the code is run. Use ‘-’ to indicate that the data container is empty and nothing valid is stored 
at a time.  

void main() {
    deque<int> D;  list<int> L;  queue<int> Q;  stack<int> S;  vector<int> V;
    for (int i = -1; i <= 1; i++) {
        D.push_back(i); D.push_front(i);
        L.push_back(i); L.push_front(i);
        Q.push(i);
        S.push(i);
        V.push_back(i);
    }
// what are the contents of the data containers now 
}

Problem 2B (10pts.)
True or False?

stack<T> can be implemented efficiently with vector<T> True / False

stack<T> can be implemented efficiently with deque<T> True / False

queue<T> can be implemented efficiently with vector<T> True / False

queue<T> can be implemented efficiently with deque<T> True / False

vector<T> can be implemented efficiently with list<T> True / False

list<T> can be implemented efficiently with vector<T> True / False

Total errors this page: ____
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Problem 3 (25pts.)
The structures/classes with public data members provided below resemble variations of data structure used 
in Homework 12.  Locations and values of 12 links are provided.  Prove that you understood operations of 
pop_back(), push_back(), and iterator operators ++ and -- by providing values for asked data members.  
Pointer values are not necessarily realistic, and have been preset with values to provide a good exam exercise.
In case of dereferencing a null or invalid pointer circle “EXCEPTION” as an answer.

address
P D N

1000 1010 1020 1030
1130 100 1210 0 101 1020 1010 102 0 0 103 0

1100 1110 1120 1130
0 110 1200 1200 111 1220 1210 112 1130 1120 113 1000

1200 1210 1220 1230
1100 120 1110 1000 121 1120 1110 122 0 1230 123 1230

class myLink {
public:
    myLink *P, *N; // previous and next links
    int     D;     // data
};

myLink * pointer = 1130;
cout << pointer->D; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION
pointer = pointer->N;
cout << pointer->D; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION
pointer = 1120;
cout << pointer->D; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->P->D; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->P->P->D; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION
pointer = 1230;
cout << pointer->P->P->P->D; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION
pointer = 1030;
cout << pointer; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION
pointer = 1000;
pointer = pointer->N->N;
cout << pointer; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D; // value printed: ________ or EXCEPTION

Total errors this page: ____
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Problem 4A Quick Questions (10pts.)
Answer the questions about the Homework 12 implementation of the list<T>. Assume T to be e.g. double.

The last link in the list has a nextLink pointer pointing to 0 false   /   true

Empty linked list has no allocated links of any kind at all false   /   true

Assume List<T> L1, L2;     Now: Iterator L1.end() can be used with iterators pointing inside L2 false   /   true

A link<T> variable can be declared in the main program false   /   true

An link<T>::iterator variable can be declared in the main program false   /   true

A list<T> variable can be declared in the main program false   /   true

The linked list has a circular internal structure false   /   true

A list<T>::iterator variable can be converted to list<T>::const_iterator false   /   true

A list<T>::const_iterator variable can  be converted to list<T>::iterator false   /   true

A list<T>::iterator can be converted to list<T>::reverse_iterator (Note: in our homework code) false   /   true

Problem 4B (15pts.)
Complete the code for the provided function that prints the contents of a provided list in reverse.  
Efficient code is preferred.

void Print_Reverse_List ( const list<double> & L ) {

for ( auto RIT = L.crbegin();   RIT _____1 L.__________ 2 ;   ___RIT___3 )

    cout << “ ” << __________4 ;

}

The data type of the variable RIT (declared above as “auto”) is in fact ______________________________5

There is only one lecture left.  See you there!
Thank You for the great semester.

Total errors this page: ____
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